
Members News

Anima <> Synaps:  Anima and Synaps are partnering to develop an on-chain KYC
with multiparty encryption, compliant with the latest regulations. This technology
aims to enable institutional access to DeFi protocols while protecting user privacy.

More information

Coinstancy: We were able to present Coinstancy to 40 �nance professionals at
cube3, as part of our fundraising campaign. We're accelerating !

More information (french version)

Colossos: The upcoming crypto bank, is set to launch its �rst accounts for Early Bird
clients in the coming weeks. It has also unveiled its crypto exchange fees of 1% and
launched its Telegram community.

More information

Cube3:  Season 2 of cube3 opens. Candidates have until April 25 to submit their
applications on our website.

Website link (french version)
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De Gaulle Fleurance:  We are pleased to invite you to a breakfast conference on
March 28th on the topic: Blockchain and Digital Assets: What challenges does
regulation pose to economic actors? Can opportunities arise from them?

Registration link (french version)

Interview with Anne Maréchal in Les Echos 

Interview link (in french)

Deutsche Digital Assets:  Deutsche Digital Assets successfully completed BaFin-
shareholder control procedure. DDA and its group companies are therefore one of
the world’s �rst fully licensed and regulated puristic crypto asset managers.

More information

Doors3: Through its dedicated sports branch, we  launched with Metav.RS the G-
Club, an innovative blockchain-based community platform, to enable Club
enthusiasts to belong to a new exclusive community and take advantage of
unprecedented "G-PASS" activations. These digital Passes, available in a number of
20, will be secure and personalized. The launch was a success: passes sold out in
45 min.

More information (french version)

Galeon: We updated our Whitepaper with all the details on the decentralized training
of medical AIs using Blockchain.

More information

iExec: Our  inaugural iMeet meet-up in Lyon at the start of March saw remarkable
success, supported by DeFi France! 
Thanks to all the attendees for joining us and to the speakers (nisedo from
Soliditors, Hadrien Croubois from OpenZeppelin, Florian Le Goff from Synaps) for
sharing your expertise on this event around the security of Smart Contracts.

More information (french version)

Kaiko: We are pleased to announce a major update to our Wallet Data User Guide
with new use cases for Regulators and Financial Institutions. Learn how Wallet Data
can complement and enhance your blockchain transaction analysis.

More information

As a second announcement, we are now authorized to distribute crypto futures and
options market data from CME Group!
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Access real-time Bitcoin and Ether futures, options, and spread contracts directly
through Kaiko's REST API and streaming service. The integration of CME Group data
into Kaiko’s offerings marks a signi�cant step forward in providing high-quality data
solutions that increase e�ciency and precision for a large range of use cases.

Read more 

Mangrove:  Mangrove v1 is now live on the Blast Mainnet, marking a signi�cant
advancement in decentralized trading with an on-chain order book, yield-bearing
limit orders, ampli�ed orders, and a points system to reward users, following its
victory in the Blast Big Bang competition in February 2024 and successful testing
phases on Polygon in 2023.

More information

Meria:  We distributed more than $50,000 in $TIA and $DYM airdrops to Meria's
centralized clients. We were one of the only centralized platforms to carry out this
operation. (Onchain delegators had already received the airdrop).

Nomadic Labs:  At the end of January, Glen�ddich announced an artistic
collaboration with artist collective Obvious. The famous Scottish house chose
Tezos blockchain as its technological partner, known for its commitment to the
world of art and culture, and the FXHash platform to mint a collection of 300 NFTs.
An innovative initiative combining spirits, luxury, Web3 and the environment, with the
funds raised donated to The River Trust.

Read more

Obside: Obside launches its beta phase! The �rst platform that turns simple text into
sophisticated trading algorithms.

More information

Perspective SAS: We  developed the Spectra protocol and successfully completed
the latest round of audits with positive feedback. Currently, our focus is on preparing
integrations and deploying the protocol on Mainnet.

Qwarks: Qwarks is organizing an exclusive event punctuated by the theme: 
“Can we still ignore cryptocurrency in a wealth strategy in 2024?”
100 professionals from the �nancial ecosystem are expected today to discuss and
discuss crypto-assets within a wealth strategy. See you on April 3, 2024 at 18 rue
Godot Mauroy 75009 Paris.

Sign up here
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RegSharp: Taking the opportunity of the CryptoVerse Summit on May 15th,
RegSharp in partnership with La Banque Delubac La Réunion will be in Mauritius to
liaise with the emerging cryptoasset ecosystem: promoters, institutions,
professional associations, regulators and supervisors. 
Mauritius corresponds to a very strategic development, the pioneer �nancial hub in
the Indian Ocean, at the crossroads of 3 continents.

Find out more (french version)

Request Finance: We acquired Consola Finance to become the ultimate enterprise
�nance platform for both Crypto and Fiat. With Consola Finance's leading-edge
technology, we're adding robust and integrated crypto accounting capabilities to our
platform.

Read more

Scorechain: We are delighted to announce the signing of a multi-year contract with
German bank DZ Bank. After CACEIS, another major European reference for our
crypto compliance solution.

More information 

Solal Tech:  Solal Tech and Montaigne Conseil are delighted to make their
collaboration o�cial! This announcement underlines our desire to combine our
synergies in order to optimize our various solutions for the management, protection
and transmission of digital assets.

Read more (french version)

Trakx:  We  have just launched a new CTI, Trakx Gaming, and continues to actively
position itself in emerging market trends. It will soon introduce Trakx USDC Earn and
Trakx Momentum.

Find out more

Wagmi Studio: We are developing a new product for BtoBtoC with Ocelot, the KYC in
Zero Knowledge Proof. We're looking for companies to talk to, test the solution and
get as much feedback as possible.

More information (french version)
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Cede Labs

Conceived by DeFi users, Cede Labs aims to be the
gateway between the data and liquidity of DeFi and all
dApps.

It will enable users to track and manage their assets
held on centralized platforms (CEX) from any dApp,
while retaining the DeFi values: API key and DeFi UX.

Cyberzen

We support your cybersecurity and IT governance.

Experience digital transformation like never before.
With Cyberzen, you bene�t from a simpli�ed and
respectful transition, protected by leading-edge
cybersecurity experts and solutions. We are the bridge
between today's technologies and tomorrow's
innovations, ensuring that you always stay one step
ahead.

Deutsche Digital Assets

Deutsche Digital Assets is a BaFin-registered crypto-
asset manager and advisor.

We offer a wide range of crypto investment products
and solutions, from passive exposure to active
management, as well as white-label �nancial product
services for asset managers.

We deliver excellence through familiar and reliable
investment vehicles, providing investors with the
quality guarantees they deserve from a world-class
asset manager, while upholding our mission to drive
the adoption of crypto-assets.

Ejara

Ejara's activities consist in developing and providing a
technological interface via a website and a mobile
application. Our interface is dedicated to the sale of
services relating to investment in digital assets.

Ejara is registered as a Digital Asset Service Provider
(DASP) with the Autorité des marchés �nanciers
(AMF), and intends to pursue its objective of
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democratizing digital asset investment to the public, in
particular by promoting solutions based on blockchain
technology.

Eltican Asset Management

We are three partners combining 45 years of
experience in crypto, digital assets and quantitative
trading. We believe that digital assets offer new
opportunities for quantitative strategies.

Our investment philosophy is based on rigorous risk
management. We offer a transparent, regulated fund
structure with a clear roadmap.

Hash Consulting

Hash Consulting is a consulting and communications
agency specializing in blockchain-related products.

Founded in 2019, we offer a wide range of services to
brands and companies interested in Web 3 and its
host of opportunities.

We were born into this ecosystem with an ability to
understand, popularize and spread our vision of
blockchain to the brands and partners we build
alongside.

"Sparking Web3 strategies for widespread exposure"

Consider joining Adan

Let us together carry the voice of Web3 companies in the service of our jobs, our
competitiveness and our sovereignty.

Contribute to the construction of our
proposals in France and in Europe.

Access the Association's internal
documentation.
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Participate in discussions and
exchange spaces dedicated to
members.

Connect with the different
stakeholders in our industry.

Adan, 44 Rue de Cléry , 75002 Paris, France Unsubscribe

Become a member of Adan
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